Abstract. Conical Wolter-I geometry is employed for many x-ray telescopes to lower their cost and fabrication difficulty at the expense of angular resolution. Owing to the conic error, the angular resolution of conical Wolter-I geometry is much worse than that of Wolter-I geometry, especially for the telescopes with large diameter. We optimized the conical Wolter-I geometry to significantly improve the angular resolution. We designed a conical Wolter-I geometry with sectioned secondary mirrors. Based on the normal conical Wolter-I geometry, we divided the secondary mirror into two equal sections along the optical axis. In this case, the collecting area was reduced by 5% because of the interval between the two sections. Meanwhile, the conic error was reduced by about 50%, indicating a great improvement in angular resolution. Regarding our improvement in the thermal slumping technique, it is feasible to fabricate sectioned mirrors, thus improving the angular resolution by 50% at the cost of a 5%-reduction in collecting area. In addition, a hybrid geometry, comprising the sectioned and nonsectioned geometries, is proposed as an alternative for x-ray telescopes with a large amount of nested shells, to obtain both a large collecting area and decent angular resolution.
Introduction
Throughout the history of x-ray astronomy, grazing-incidence telescopes have played very important roles in x-ray observation, and Wolter-I geometry has been considered very crucial in grazing-incidence x-ray observation. In 1952, Wolter described several variations (types I, II, and III) of the grazing-incidence imaging x-ray optical system. 1 The profile of each type consists of two coaxial and confocal conic section curves, which can approximately satisfy the Abbe sine condition and eliminate on-axis aberration. Subsequently, Wolter formulated completely aplanatic versions of his designs (i.e., Wolter-Schwarzschild designs 2 ), which fulfilled the Abbe sine condition exactly and thus eliminated the coma aberration for paraxial rays. A multilayer nested Wolter-I geometry, consisting of pairs of coaxial and nested confocal paraboloid-hyperboloids, was proposed by VanSpeybroeck and Chase 3 in 1972. The nested Wolter-I geometry, characterized by a high resolution and large collecting area, then became the model for high-resolution x-ray telescopes in orbit.
Even though the Wolter-I geometry has a great on-axis performance, the angular resolution degrades rapidly with the offaxis angle. In the case of large fields of view (FOV), to achieve a decent angular resolution over the whole FOV, several different mirror shapes have been proposed based on Wolter-I geometry. According to Werner's design 4 (1977) , mirror surfaces described by polynomials (with terms higher than the second-order) have been proposed to improve the performance over the FOV at the cost of the on-axis resolution. The merit function was determined and used to optimize the polynomials for large-field x-ray imaging. 5, 6 Harvey and Thompson 7, 8 presented the idea of a telescope constructed from two hyperboloid surfaces, which provided a great performance over an FOV of 20′. In addition, a simple sag adjustment of the primary mirrors in the modified Wolter-Schwarzschild telescope can be used to improve the off-axis optical performance. 9 These quadric solutions are well suited for optimization purposes, which can be used to improve the off-axis angular resolution at the cost of the on-axis performance.
Telescopes 17 (to be launched in 2019). In addition, WolterSchwarzschild geometry is employed for the EUVE telescope, 18 whereas hyperboloid-hyperboloid geometry is adopted for the Solar X-ray Imager telescope. 19 Nevertheless, with the employment of Wolter-I geometry and its optimization solutions, the mirrors are costly and difficult to fabricate. Petre and Serlemitsos 20,21 designed a conical Wolter-I geometry. They approximated the parabola and hyperbola surface of the Wolter-I geometry with double cones. This solution could greatly lower the cost and difficulty of mirror fabrication by compromising the focusing performance. For missions that require a modest resolution but large effective area, it is suitable to adopt the conical Wolter-I geometry with plenty of nested shells. Many telescopes employ the conical Wolter-I geometry, such as ASCA 22 Compared to Wolter-I geometry and its quadric solutions, conical Wolter-I geometry has significant advantages of lower cost and easy fabrication. In this case, the collecting area can be enhanced further by additional nested mirror shells. However, because of the conic error, the conical Wolter-I geometry inevitably corresponds to a poor focusing performance, especially regarding the on-axis angular resolution. With the growing demand for more effective observations of deep space, x-ray telescopes with larger effective areas but decent angular resolutions are required. With the development of several mirror fabrication processes, including epoxy replication technology (first applied in EXOSAT mission), thermal slumping technology (currently only applied in NuSTAR mission, first proposed in an experimental KB telescope 27 ), and Silicon Pore Optics technology [28] [29] [30] [31] (in past XEUS and IXO missions, current ATHENA mission), x-ray telescopes adopting the conical Wolter-I geometry are promisingly achieving unprecedented effective areas by nesting many more mirror shells. Meanwhile, the angular resolution degrades with additional mirror shells (i.e., with an increasing diameter of the telescope) for a given focal length. By shortening the mirror length, we reduce the conic error, thus improving the resolution. However, for a given telescope diameter and mirror thickness, more nested mirrors are required. The collecting area is thereby decreased as a result of more geometric obstructions from extra nested mirrors.
Considering the equilibrium between effective area and angular resolution, as well as the time and money spent on x-ray telescope fabrication, Chen et al. 32 presented three x-ray telescope structures based on Wolter-I geometry, which use one conical surface and one quadric surface as the mirror pair, respectively. Among the three structures, Chen et al. concluded that the geometry consisting of one cone surface and one hyperbola surface (CH structure) was characterized by the best focusing performance. This CH structure was expected to have an improved resolution about 57% better than that of the doublecone structure (i.e., the conical Wolter-I geometry). The CH structure indeed had a greatly improved angular resolution but was quite difficult and costly to fabricate compared to the double-cone structure. However, the fabrication of the quadric surface was still challenging, even with the mirror fabrication of the CH structure being less time-consuming than the double quadric structure (including Wolter-I geometry and its quadric optimization solutions).
To balance the performance and fabrication of the x-ray telescope, we designed a conical Wolter-I geometry with sectioned secondary mirrors. Based on the normal conical Wolter-I geometry, we divided the secondary mirror into two equal sections along the optical axis. Note that the normal rays will still undergo double-reflection rather than triple-reflection. In other words, the normal rays, reflected by the primary mirror, will only strike either of the two secondary sections, and then converge to the focal plane. In this case, the sectioned structure was expected to have an improved resolution about 50% better than that of the normal conical Wolter-I geometry, at the cost of a reduction of about 5% in collecting area. In this paper, the design and simulation of such a kind of geometry are introduced in detail. In addition, a hybrid geometry, consisting of the sectioned and nonsectioned geometries, is introduced as an alternative for x-ray telescopes with a large amount of nested shells.
Design of Conical Wolter-I Geometry with Sectioned Secondary Mirrors
The Einstein Probe (EP) mission 33 was proposed in 2012 and is one of the candidate missions for advanced study in the Chinese Academy of Sciences space science program. It will carry a follow-up X-ray Telescope (FXT) with a narrow field of view for observation, employing the conical Wolter-I geometry. The optical design and simulation of the FXT have been introduced in detail in a previous publication. 34 Figure 1 is a schematic of the EP FXT. In principle, the focal length of the Wolter-I geometry is defined as the axial distance between the focus and the intersection plane of the paraboloid and hyperboloid. 3 Approximately, we define that the nested shells of the FXT share the common focal length, which is the axial length from the focus to the midpoint between the primary and secondary mirrors. In the case of incoming parallel beams, the rays that strike the center of the primary mirrors will be reflected onto the center of the secondary mirrors and then converge to the focus, as demonstrated by the red dashed line in Fig. 1 . For the primary mirror and secondary mirror, the nominal grazing angles θ are defined identically, to maximize the on-axis collecting area.
According to the scientific requirement and mirror fabrication process, we have fixed the initial parameters of mirror length L (100 mm), mirror thickness t (0.3 mm), focal length f (2052.5 mm), and interval gap (5 mm). In addition to the given parameters of L, t, f, and gap, the EP FXT is characterized by a set of radii of mirrors with respect to the optical axis, i.e., R out , R in , r out , and r in , as shown in Fig. 1 . The parameters of nested shells are calculated shell by shell, from the outside to inside. Taking the outermost mirror shell as an example, the parameters can be determined as follows: Liao, Shen, and Wang: Design of conical Wolter-I geometry with sectioned. . . E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ;
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where R represents the radius of the center of the outermost secondary mirror with respect to the optical axis, which is given as an initial value. Based on the conical Wolter-I geometry of the EP FXT (hereafter called the nonsectioned FXT), we divide every secondary mirror into two equal sections, the front section (green line, corresponding to the oblique angle α) and rear section (red line, corresponding to the oblique angle β). This geometry (hereafter called the sectioned FXT) is shown in Fig. 2 . It should be noted that the normal rays still undergo double-reflection rather than triple-reflection; even the secondary mirrors are divided into two parts. The normal rays, reflected by the primary mirror, will only strike either of the two secondary sections, and they will then converge to the focal plane. In the case of incoming parallel rays, the rays, reflected onto the center of the front section or rear section, will converge to the focus. As a result, the angles between the two sections and optical axis (i.e., oblique angles), α and β, satisfy the inequality α < 3θ < β. An increased grazing angle of incidence at the rear section implies a reduction in reflectivity, which is partly compensated by the decreased grazing angle of incidence at the front section. Similarly, to maximize the on-axis collecting area, the shells are nested tightly. A beam path diagram of the nonsectioned and sectioned FXT is shown in Fig. 3 . The reduction in collecting area is ascribed to the interval between the two sections of the secondary mirror (∼5% reduction for EP FXT, geometrically depending on the mirror length L and the interval gap), while the half power diameter (HPD) improvement (∼50%) profits from the sectioned geometry.
The structural parameters of the sectioned FXT are derived from the parameters of the nonsectioned FXT. Apart from the calculated parameters of R out , R in , r out , and r in for the nonsectioned FXT, two more sets of radii are required to characterize the sectioned FXT, i.e., r mid1 and r mid2 , as shown in Fig. 2 . As mentioned above, in the case of incoming parallel rays, those rays that reflect onto the center of the front section or rear section of the secondary mirror will converge to the focus, respectively. Under this constraint, the parameters of r mid1 and r mid2 are derived from the known parameters of R out , R in , r out , and r in , which are described mathematically via Eqs. (6)- (9) .
First, oblique angles of the two sections of the secondary mirror, α and β, can be determined from the following equations:
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Next, the parameters of r mid1 and r mid2 can be calculated as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 6 3 ; 6 9 1 r mid1 ¼ r out − L − gap 2 × tanðαÞ;
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Then, the tightly nested structure implies that the rays reflected by the two sections of secondary mirrors will converge exactly to the focal plane without the obscuration resulting from the inner mirrors, similar to the red dashed line shown in Fig. 2 .
Hence, E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 1 0 ; 6 3 ;
where the subscripts i and i þ 1 represent the outer shell and inner shell, respectively. Via Eq. (10), the parameters of the rest of the shells are calculated iteratively, shell by shell, and from the outside to inside.
Simulation of Conical Wolter-I Geometry with Sectioned Secondary Mirrors
The structural parameters of both the sectioned and nonsectioned FXT were derived mathematically for comparison. The parameters were determined based on the same initial values, including mirror length L (100 mm), mirror thickness t (0.3 mm), focal length f (2052.5 mm), and interval gap (5 mm), as well as the same diameter of aperture from 80 to 250 mm. The main characteristics of the two types of FXT are summarized in Table 1 . For comparison, characteristics of the nonsectioned FXT with shorter mirrors (L ¼ 50 mm) is shown in Table 1 as well. Being sectioned does not elucidate the difference in basic parameters of the FXT, such as the number of shells N or grazing angle θ. With regard to the basic performance, the HPD of the sectioned FXT significantly improves at the cost of a slight reduction in GA. By contrast, shortening mirror length is less effective than sectioning secondary mirrors. According to Table 1 , the angular resolution improved significantly as the sectioned FXT did. Nevertheless, for a given diameter of 80 to 250 mm and mirror thickness of 0.3 mm, much more nested mirrors are required for the nonsectioned FXT with shorter mirrors. The geometric area is inevitably decreased by 17% as a result of more geometric obstructions from extra nested mirrors. The geometric area of the sectioned FXT is only decreased by 5%, which can be smaller by shortening the interval between sectioned secondary mirrors using improved fabrication process. Simulations using a ray-tracing program have been performed to evaluate the performance of the sectioned FXT. Further investigation of the performance of the sectioned FXT will be introduced, with the simulations of the nonsectioned FXT for comparison (L ¼ 100 mm).
Effective Area
In this section, we present the variation in effective area with photon energy and off-axis angle in Fig. 4 . A set of coatings was designed to optimize the effective area of the EP FXT, which has been introduced in a previous publication. 34 Compared to the nonsectioned FXT, there is a slight reduction in effective area of the sectioned FXT, about 5%, at a lower energy band of 0.5 to 4 keV. Despite the reduction in effective area, the FOV (30′) of the sectioned FXT basically remains unchanged, and the slight reduction can be compensated by several extra mirrors shells.
Angular Resolution
With respect to the angular resolution (i.e., HPD), the sectioned FXT is superior to the nonsectioned FXT, both on axis and off axis. Except for a great on-axis HPD, the sectioned FXT is characterized by a decent angular resolution over the whole FOV, which is insensitive to the variation in off-axis angle and better than 30″. By contrast, the HPD of the nonsectioned FXT is worse than 34″ and is sensitive to the off-axis angle over the whole FOV. The variation in HPD with off-axis angle is shown in Fig. 5 .
Stray Light
Stray light reaches the focal plane without the normal double reflection and creates a ghost image or an additional background in the detector FOV. Consequently, stray light hampers x-ray astronomical observations to some extent. As shown in Table 1 , the basic parameters of the nonsectioned and sectioned FXT are considerably consistent, and the behaviors of stray light in these two types of FXT are also consistent. Here, we take the sectioned FXT for example, presenting the investigation of the stray light behavior. Some rays only undergo a single reflection inside the optic. In other words, they only reflect from either the primary or secondary mirror. These rays are primary (p) stray light and secondary (s) stray light, respectively. Except for p and s stray lights, there are other components of stray light, such as backside stray light and stray light without reflection, which are much fainter than p and s stray lights in brightness, especially for tightly nested geometry. In Fig. 6 , the four components of stray light are illustrated.
For nested mirror shells, the spacing of the shells makes it possible for photons to strike the focal plane without normal double reflection. Even though the sectioned FXT has an advantage of reducing stray light benefiting from its tightly nested structure, not all stray light can be eliminated. We simulated the behaviors of stray light in the sectioned FXT using a raytracing program. Among the four components of stray light, the backside stray light is not considered, because it requires very high fluxes to be detected and cannot be seen from typical astrophysical sources, except for solar observations. For the sectioned FXT, most of the secondary stray light is suppressed by the inner mirror shells at angles of incidence shallower than the grazing angle. The nonreflection stray light appears at 1.5 times the grazing angle but only becomes significant above twice the grazing angle. Components of stray light overlap because the nested shells have different oblique angles.
In Fig. 7 , we present the simulated images at discrete off-axis angles, 10′, 20′, 30′, and 40′. In the panel of the 40′ off-axis angle, the central square represents the FOV of an assumed detector. The weights of different types of rays are shown in Fig. 8 , including normal light and the three remaining components of stray light, with an increasing off-axis angle. Compared to other components of stray light, the secondary stray light is not only brighter per unit area but also closer to the center of the detector. As a result, for the sectioned FXT, secondary stray light is the principal component of stray light to be suppressed by mounting an x-ray baffle. The x-ray baffle basically includes the sieve plate and the precollimator. For example, a sieve plate was employed for XMM-Newton 35 and a precollimator was utilized for eROSITA. 36 The x-ray baffle suppresses the stray light but simultaneously produces additional vignetting. By means of ray-tracing, the stray light problem and potential solutions will be analyzed, obtaining a trade-off between effective stray light reduction and vignetting avoidance. 
Hybrid Geometry
Comprising sectioned and nonsectioned geometries, the hybrid geometry is proposed as an alternative choice for x-ray telescopes with a large number of shells (Fig. 9) . For the mirror shells with a small diameter (corresponding to shallow grazing angles), the oblique angles of the secondary mirror α and β after sectioning approach the oblique angle 3θ before sectioning (according to the inequality α < 3θ < β). Consequently, the difference in mirror oblique angles before and after sectioning is close to the fabrication accuracy. Thus, sectioning secondary mirrors are not only unnecessary but also difficult for the mirror shells with small diameters. Now that we can obtain a larger collecting area by nesting a large number of mirror shells, we can keep the inner mirror shells with small diameters unchanged but divide the secondary mirrors of the outer shells into two equal sections. Enlightened by the NuSTAR telescope, the intermediate shells between sectioned (outer shells) and nonsectioned shells (inner shells) could work as transition shells. 37, 38 The transition shells are actually the outermost several shells of inner shells (the NuSTAR has three transition shells), which are nested with more graphited spacers. In addition, extra-wide outside spacers are utilized to bond the transition shells of adjacent sectors on single spacers, thus tying the optic together azimuthally. By means of the transition shells, the hybrid geometry will have better structural stability, albeit with a degradation in mounted figure and collecting area. The hybrid geometry is promising for obtaining both a large collecting area and decent angular resolution for conical Wolter-I geometry. 
Summary
We have described a procedure for modifying the parameters of conical Wolter-I geometry, to significantly improve its angular resolution. By dividing the secondary mirror into two sections along the optical axis, the conic error could be decreased by 50%, implying a 50% improvement in angular resolution (i.e., HPD). Furthermore, the sectioned geometry is characterized by a decent angular resolution over the whole FOV except for a good on-axis HPD. As a result, the geometric area will be reduced by only 5% because of the interval between the two sections, which can be improved by shortening the interval using improved fabrication process. Compared with sectioning secondary mirrors, shortening mirror length can also help improve the angular resolution but result in a significant reduction in effective area. Regarding our improvement in the thermal slumping technology, it is feasible to fabricate sectioned mirrors. In this paper, we introduced the equations for calculating parameters of the sectioned geometry. To confirm the improved performance, the behaviors of x-rays in the sectioned geometry and nonsectioned geometry were simulated. Apart from the HPD and effective area, we also studied the behaviors of stray light in the sectioned geometry by means of ray-tracing. The study of stray light allows us to design the x-ray baffle effectively in the next step, obtaining a trade-off between effective stray light reduction and vignetting avoidance. In addition, the hybrid geometry was presented as an alternative for x-ray telescopes with a large amount of nested shells, to obtain both a large collecting area and decent angular resolution for conical Wolter-I geometry.
